Sept 15 - 26
Cripps's Corner,
Forest Row,
Sussex.

My dear Fisher,

I wonder what you have been doing this holiday time, if so it is with you. But I guess it is not, for Lady Chamberes said something about your being busy. I have been doing more than I intended, which perhaps is not very much. It includes an article in the Daily News, a Review for our Review, and an article for our American magazine. Besides this, I have written a 4000 word essay review or a book by one Berg, a Russian, called Nonageneri, et cetera.
a preface of a laudatory character.
by D'Arcy Thompson. It is the
most definite and completely
worked out attack on Damarism
that I have seen, giving one plenty
to answer; indeed too much, for it
seems to me to be very illogical.
Now I don't know what to do into
my Essay. It is rather long for our
review, not mainly energetic,
expresses my own views - not original
views - and might bring forth an
8000 word answer from MacBride.
Anyhow it would not be for our
Review title January. I should much
like your frank opinion on it
some day, if you should at any
time not be too busy to read it.
Should it be burnt is the question.
When last we met you were saying you might write a paper on the mathematics of evolution and mendelism — that is badly suspended, but you know what I mean. I do hope this idea will continue to hold good. I have had a few thoughts as to points which ought to be cleared up. If the spirit moves me, I shall write them down and send them to you.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]

[Name]